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BD-1 Features

• Much quicker print than R2 
• Simple, static build
• Extremely animated, ten servos
• Stands, Body Rocks, Neck, Head 360 type movement
• Animated Eyes, Holoprojector and twitching ears
• Cute!!!!
• Iris eye action
• Cheap & simple electronics
• Auto and “Puppet” mode
• Full head puppet controller
• Compatible with most small beds
• Parts orientated for printing



Printing guidelines

Support Needed:
FrontFrame
RearRedEye
HeadFrame
Neck

All parts are oriented for printing!! No support needed except those listed. 

Generally all parts should be printed with a .2 layer height as maximum.
On outer facing parts it may be easier to print some on .1 (or use variable settings on the 
slicer to add higher resolution on gradual slopes etc for easy finishing.)

Legs, 4 or 5 outer layers, 20 – 30% infill, legs do need to be as strong as possible, including 
the base. 

For head layers and upper parts weight is at a premium, so may reduce to 2 outer layers 
and 4 base / top layers. (Lighter body, head and neck reduces the strain on the legs). 

Keep body, neck and head prints, focus on weight reduction, 2 outer layers.

No flexible printing needed, but flex filament is used in it’s raw format for servo arms etc. 



M4x5  Countersunk bolt (x2),
M4x10 Countersunk bolt (x3)
M4x15 Countersunk bolt (x3), 
M4x25 Countersunk bolt (x4)
M4x30 Countersunk hex bolt (x2)
M3x5 Countersunk bolt (x6)
M3x8 Countersunk bolt
M3x15 Countersunk bolt (x3)
M3x20 Countersunk bolt (x4)
M3x22 Countersunk bolt (x2)
M3x35 countersunk bolt
M3 nut (x8)
M3 square nut (x4)
M4 nut (x7)
M4 square nut (x6),
GT2 6mm Timing Belt, 2mm Pitch (couple of metres)
4mm brass tubing (.5 thickness)
MG996 Servo
MG90 (x8), MG92b (x2)
Servo cable
Flexible Filament
5mm Blue LED, 5mm Yellow LED, Servo Cable, DuPont crimping set
6904-2RS Bearing – 20mmx37mmx9mm (x4) 

Hardware & electronics



Electronics list

• Ardunio Mega
• Battery (I used a 7.4v 2200mah Lipo, Floureon, but any will work)
• Adafruit 16 channel, 12 bit servo controller
• UBEC (any UBEC, I had a switched one, I used 10 amp but smaller will do, converts 7.4v to 5v for logic)

• DfPlayer Mini sound card
• Micro SD for the sound files
• Amplifier (I used TPA3116D2 Dual Channel amp 2x50 w)
• 1k resistor (for the DF player Mini)
• Speakers (2x 2inch (52mm) speakers to match amp)
• 6 x 10k Metal potentiometers
• 4 x 5mm microswitches
• Cabling
• Dupont Crimping set



The Lower Legs… Start with the lower legs, print all the parts ready to assemble. You’ll also 
need the “FullSpindle” print from the base folder.

Firstly take a M3x15 countersunk bolt and nut (blue) and strongly tighten 
this into the lower leg frame sticking out into the inner frame, them glue 
the LowerLegSkin to the LowerLegFrame (use the appropriate glue for 
your filament, typically I use two part epoxy. 
Once the glue has set, I’d recommend sanding and painting all the visible 
parts, the red booster cover can be easily masked as can the silver details 
on the leg. 

Next, add glue the lower greeble in place completing the lower leg frame. 
Two bearings (6904-2RS) are fitted to the legs, these are extremely tight 
(and should be) as these are friction fitted. If it’s too tight, gentle sanding 
can ease the fit, but not too loose otherwise the legs will be wobbly. I use 
another bearing on top and gently tap into place. 

Next the Full Spindle is fitted into the lower bearing as shown on the 
diagram, note the slots are for 6mm toothed belt (the type used in 3d 
printers), we’ll fit this once the upper leg is assembled also. 

At this stage, leave the LowerLegPlate and the two covers off the model.
So your assembly should look something like the picture, repeat for the 
other leg. 

Hardware:  6904-2RS Bearing (x2 per leg), M3x15 and nut (per leg)



The Upper Legs… Next print all the parts for the upper leg ready to assemble. 

Again, sand and paint all the visible parts, note the upper leg has no 
masking required, so each should be painted a block colour. 

Note the hole / groove which runs through the upper leg, this is for two 
servo style cables to run power and data to the head. Each leg will take a 
3 core servo style cable from the base to the head giving 6 wires. We’ll 
cover this in the electronic section. 

Next fit the LegPulley to the main leg, this is done with a M4x30 
Countersunk hex bolt and M4 nut, note the bolt should pretty much come 
level with the LegPulley, this is important when fitting the toothed belt.

At this point, cut a good length of Servo Cable and thread through the 
groove / hole in the leg with a good length either side as this will run into 
the head and into, and out of the base to the Arduino / power. One end 
goes through the elongated slot near the lower leg, and the other goes 
through the hole into the shoulder / body (marked in red). 

Next, the Greebles can be glued in place, the PistonArm fitted and the 
Booster cover over the top. At this point, leave the CentreHubUpper, Hub 
and CentreHub off the model. Repeat for the other leg. 

Hardware:  M4x30 countersunk hex bolt and nut (per leg)



Assembling the legs…
The legs fit together, with the pulley going through the upper bearing. 

Take the upper leg, feed the cable through the hole at the top of the lower leg (blue), route the cable 
down the channel and push the pulley through the bearing. I have intentionally made this a tight fit, so 
again, a little sanding if you can’t get it in, but you want a tight fit. Push the leg in so the leg moves 
smoothly and doesn’t catch, but still has very little / no gap between the two. 

This is the assembled leg, next we need to fit the timing belt to complete the leg animation mechanism. 
This is using GT2 6mm Timing Belt, 2mm pitch, typically used for 3d printers and widely available (I used 
ebay). 

This runs from the lower hub, around the upperpulley as shown in leg (red), and back down to the lower 
hub. 

You want the leg virtually straight at one extreme (as the lower FullSpindle touches the lower leg) and 
bend at the other extreme. You also want the toothed cable to be fairly tight, looped over the fixed bolt in 
the lower leg (I cut a small piece of 4mm (6mm length Brass tube to put over the fixed bolt as a “bearing”). 

Assemble both legs and ensure the mechanism is “in synch” with both legs moving in parallel, adjusting 
the toothbelt as needed. 

When you’re happy with the toothed belt positioning, sync and tensioning, mix some two part epoxy glue 
and put a small amount on both the ends and the middle loop to ensure a really secure and fixed fit.

Next, fit the hubcover using a 5mm M4 countersunk bolt, which “self taps” into the plastic and holds the 
cable in place. You can use epoxy the hold the cable in place, but I didn’t need to.
Finally the main cover can be put in place, it clips on, but a little hot glue can hold it (you may need to 
remove to access / repair / maintenance). 

Hardware:  GT2 6mm Timing Belt, 2mm Pitch (cut to length), M4x5 Countersunk bolt (per leg), 4mm 
brass tubing (6mm long). 



The Base… Next, print out the base.

Firstly, paint the base. This does take some masking, paint the base colour, then the 
white and finally the silver. 

The legs simply slot into the base, threading the cables through the holes.

The legs should move smoothly, when pulling the levers underneath, they should 
move up in sync. They can then be fixed to the base with bolts. 

Take M4x25 Countsunk hex bolt and M4 nut, fit this into the hole nearest the legs 
and tighten. 

Next take M3x22 Countersunk hex bolt (you can use M3x25) and a M3 nut, fit these 
into the farthest hole and tighten. 

This is the legs and base assembled. The next step is to attach the body. 

In preparation for the body, print out the main body folder. 

Hardware:  M4x25 Hex Countersunk Bolt & M4 nut (x2) M3x22 Hex Countersunk 
Bolt & M3 nut (x2)



The Body…. We’re going to start the body with the neck mechanism first. Print all the body files out 
and you’ll need the HeadFrameB print also from the MainHeadMech folder. (as before, 
sand / paint all external surfaces before assembly). 

Take the Neck, HeadFrameB and LowerNeckHinge parts. Cut two lengths of toothed 
belt, 42 teeth long (as shown). 
Next, put one belt either side in the slots, creating a “loop” which will keep the head 
level. Basically this is slotted into the neck and held in place with two bolts in the upper 
and lower holes. Once you’re happy with the fit and tension, apply a little 2 part epoxy 
glue to hold the belts in place solidly. 

Cut two pieces of 4mm brass tubing (8mm long) and insert into the HeadFrameB and 
LowerNeckHinge holes (a little epoxy glue can hold these in place), these are effectively 
bearings for the 3mm bolts. One set, push the assembly into the neck slot. 

Now you can assemble the neck, take a M3x15 Countersunk hex bolt, and screw this 
into the lower hole so it goes through the brass tube. Then pull the HeadFrameB to 
apply tension and line the hole up, then take a M3x35 Countersunk hex bolt and screw 
this temporarily into the upper hole (the will be removed later for the head mechanism 
but keep it there at the moment).

Next, take the tiltgear and MainBodyBar and the main body. Take an M4 square nut 
and drop into the slot in the Bar (holding in place with a bit of hot glue), hold the 
tiltgear in the body and slot the bar through the shoulder holes, through the tilt bar 
and line up the hole. Fix in place  with a M4x25 Countersunk bolt. 

Hardware:  4mm Brass tubing (8mm x2), 2 x toothed belt (42 teeth long), M3x15 
countersunk bolt, M3x35 countersunk bolt, M4x25 bolt, M4 square nut 



The Body.. continued Put two M4 square nuts into the Mainbar, next push the InnerCores (aligning the holes) 
and the Mainhubs on both sides. 

Take the servo (MG996R) and screw this into the BodyRearPanelA and attach the 
TiltServoGear to assemble the Body tilt servo mechanism.

Slot BodyRearPanelB into place (red arrow).

Take the servo cable, using a servo tester or similar, set the servo to the centre position.

The next part is to fit the body to the legs, sorting out the cables correctly whilst you do 
this. The assembly is quite fiddly. Feed the body tilt servo through the body and push 
this out through the hole in the body (blue). Feed the two leg cables through the holes 
either side, through the body and up through the same hole (blue). At this stage, you 
should have the Servo cable and the two leg cables coming out of the same hole. 

Watch the cabling inside the body, you can use hot glue or epoxy to keep them clear of the gears inside. 

Next, route the cables through the neck assembly, so the cables come through to the 
neck (you may need to loosen / remove the upper bolt) and push the neck into place. 

Use two M4x15 countersunk Bolts and push them into the neck, then fix the nuts on the 
otherside and tighten the neck into place. This isn’t easy and can be fiddly. A small roll 
of masking tape (glue side out) can be used to hold nuts and align them to the nut. 

Hardware:  MG996 Servo, M4 square nut (x2), M4x15 countersunk bolt (x2), M4 nut 
(x2)



The Body.. continued Next, push the bar into the two legs, pulling the cables through as you do so. 

Take two M4x25 countersunk bolts, push these through the shoulder holes, into the bar, 
and tighten up, keeping the body level, you can tighten this to hold the body solid.  
The CentreHubUpper should just clip into place over the bolts. 

Finally we need to fit the servo. The body should move freely at this stage.

Firstly put two M4 square nuts into the slots in the BodyRearPanelA and put a little hot 
glue into the slot holes to hold them firmly. 

Next take two M4x10 countersunk bolts, level the body and fit the BodyRearPanelA
using the two bolts fitted from the top of the body.

Tighten to fix the panel / servo in place and the body should sit firmly on the legs now 
with little movement. 

You’ve now completed the first part of the assembly, the legs and body. 

You can fit the leg hubs also, a small blob of hot glue is what I would recommend as it 
does allow access later on if needed. 

Next stage is the head build……

Hardware:  M4x25 hex countersunk bolt (x2) M4 Square nuts (x2), M4x10 hex 
countersunk bolt (x2)



The Head.. Build part 2…



The Head… The head build is in three parts, the base, the front face and the main shell.

It’s where most of the electronics and servos are located. There’s 10 servos in all, 8 of 
which are in the head. 

We have 6 MG90 servos and 2 MG92b servos. They’re pretty much the same footprint, 
but the MG92b servos have roughly double the torque. Whilst it’s a small droid, the 
design (huge head, thin neck etc) does mean that there a fair bit of stress on the servos, 
particularly the neck lift and head turn, hence we use the 92bs for this. 

As most of the servos and leds are in the head, we use a adafruit 12 bit, 16 channel 
servo controller. This uses i2c bus to send data / clock via two cables and enables up to 
16 servos / leds to be controller through 4 cables. 

We use the 6 cables in the legs to push up 4 cables for the servo board logic (+5v, Grd, 
Data and Clock) and 2 cables for the servo power (+6v, Grd). We run separate servo 
power as the adafruit board needs it and the power supplied by the Arduino is nowhere 
near enough for servo driving. It’s worth marking the cables 1-6 at each end so it’s 
easier when it comes to wiring. 

I would also recommend getting a servo tester and small 4.8V battery pack to set servos 
to the middle or right position as you build. This lets you test each mechanical 
component without having to run the whole thing at this stage.  

The Servo Tester and 4.8v battery are readily available through Amazon, ebay or local 
model / servo suppliers. 



The Head… The first part we’ll assemble is the lazy susan base. This is the MainHeadBaseA and 
MainHeadGear, you’ll also need the MainHeadBearingSeal. (.2 layer height or less).

Print these three parts, this is effectively a printed lazy susan that runs on 5mm bearings. You can 
sand / smooth the channel a little after printing before fitting the bearings.

You’ll need a number of Delrin 5mm plastic bearings, I bought a pack of 100, you’ll have loads left. 
Place the MainHeadGear into the centre, and feed the bearings into the hole so you’ve pretty 
much packed the groove with bearings all around. Then fit the MainHeadBearingseal and fit a 
M4x10 countersunk bolt and nut to hold in place. 

Once assembled spin it a few times, it will be a little tight at first, but keep moving it and add a 
little oil if needed. You can sand / smooth the grooves if needed.

Next, we use the 4mm brass tube again, cut two small pieces, about 3mm which fit inside the 
holes either side. Again a tiny bit of 2 part epoxy and a small screwdriver to push into place. Try to 
just use a wipe of epoxy, you don’t want it in the inside of the tube, just to hold it firmly in place.

Then print out the mainpivot, again glue two pieces of 4mm brass tubing, around 4.5mm long 
each into the 4mm holes as bearings and place the mainpivot into the centre. 

Using a M3x8 and a M3x15 countersunk bolts (you can glue these a little), screw these into the 
mainpivot through into the brass tubing on the MainHeadBaseA to create a pivot. Note the 
diagram for orientation. 

Hardware:  M4x10, M3x8, M3x15 hex countersunk bolt, M4 nut, 4mm brass tubing (.5mm thick)

Red marked where the 
Brass Tubing is fitted. 



The Head… Next print the MainHeadBaseB and the headDriveGear.

The HeadDriveGear simply fits on the post (turn the main gear, you’ll see the gap for the teeth to 
slot into, drop the gear in and spin it back to the orientation shown. 

The assembly should then just slot into the mainHeadBaseB and fit snugly. You can glue a little, 
but I just used the friction fit. This is the base assembled. 

Next we’re going to add the servo control arms for the head tilt. The parts are the servorods (x2) 
and ServoArmA and B. We use the MG90 servos for this, so take the standard arm from the pack 
which came with the Servos and use two part epoxy to glue the arm into the ServoArmA and B as 
shown. Note the orientation, you want the glued assembled to fit as shown with access to the 
screw hole at the rear. Do this for both parts. 

Next we’re going to add the servo control arms to the main assembly. We’re going to use flexible 
filament (whichever you like, I used standard ninjaflex but there’s cheaper options). 

Grab a length, 6 inches or so, and using a soldering iron create a blob on one end so it won’t pull 
through a filament sized hole. Then, thread the filament from the bottom through the hole in the 
assembly (in the big gear, shown in diagram) and thread the glued servoarm onto the filament as 
shown. Finally, get a pair of snipe nosed pliers, pull the flex quite tight (stretch it a bit) and hold 
with the pliers tight to the servoarm. Then solder the end of the filament to create a second blob, 
make sure it’s a solid blob and quite cool before releasing. This should give you a tight, but freely 
moving servo arm as shown (they stand unaided due to the tension). Repeat as shown. 

Finally, solder as per instructions the 16 channel servo board and screw in place on the assembly.

Hardware:  MG90 x2 (for the arm), Flexible filament, Adafruit 12bit 16 channel servo board. 



The Head… Next let’s add some servos before we fit the main head frame to the body. 

Print the headServoGear and attached this to a MG92b Servo with the screw provided, 
tighten this up as tight as you can. Then using a servo tester centre the servo and fit into the 
assembly with the head square to the centre frame using the two self tappers which came 
with the MG92b. 

Next take two MG90s, take one and attach the “blinkgear” tightly from the front face folder 
using the servo screw provided, this is the vertical servo. Fit them to the front of the frame as 
shown using the self tappers provided. Note the vertical one only uses 1 self tapper at this 
stage to hold it in place, the second is added later. You’ll see grooves for some of the cables, 
so run the cables as best you can at this stage. 

Now we’re ready to attach the head base plate to the main body. We’ll hold this in place 
using the M3x35 bolt previously placed in the neck, remove this and feed the cables through 
the centre of the head assembly. Tilting the head to one side and holding the neck at tension, 
replace the M3x35 bolt (shown in the red arrow) through the brass tube pivot to attached 
the head mechanism. Note it will be very floppy at this stage as we need to add the servos. 

Straighten / pull the cables so it’s fairly tidy, this is the head assembly attached. 

Next we’ll add the neck and head tilt frame / servos which will control the head and neck 
movement. You’ll need the servo tester again to centre these. 

Hardware:  MG90 (x2), MG92b



The Head… Now we’ll put the NeckServoGear onto the other MG92b servo, again fit and tighten as tight as 
you can get it. This will lift the head using the neck tilt. 

Take 2 more MG90s (the ones you previously used the arms from), these are the tilt servos. These 
fit onto the headframe as shown using the self tapping screws provided with the servos. 

Using the servo tester, centre the two tilt servos and rotate the neck servo to familiarise yourself 
with the end limits / direction of the servo. The two tilt servos we’ll fit them in the centre position 
but the neck we can choose either fully extended or contracted, you’ll need to use the tester to 
make sure the servo is at the right starting position. 

The headframe fits onto the neck as shown. All cables run through the hole (blue) in the frame to 
the front of the model, hold in place with a cable tie, the neck gear will mesh with the gearing on 
the neck but will only be solid once bolted on using two M3x20 bolts and M3 nuts. 

This is another fiddly bit, firstly position the neck and servo at either extreme using the tester, then 
use a reverse rolled up piece of masking tape to stick the lower nut and hold it in place as you push 
the M3x20 bolt through, let it grab the thread and then it’s easy enough to tighten up with pliers / 
allen keys or screwdriver. The upper bolt is easier. Once bolted, test the servo so the neck lifts and 
retracts, adjust as necessary. You want this structure tight once you’re happy. 

Next, level / centre the head and fit the two servo arms to the servos with the screws provided 
with the MG90s, tighten in place and feel free to test again with the servo tester. 

That’s the six servos now fitted to the main head. You have two more (MG90) for the ears later. 

Hardware:  M3x20 bolts (x2), M3 nuts (x2), MG90 (x2), MG92b



The Face… The next part of the front face, this is the fun bit where we add a load of personality!

Start by printing the front frame, this will need supports (couldn’t find an easy way with making 
loads of parts or seams). Again, finish and paint this before assembly as with all external parts. You 
need two small pieces of 4mm brass tubing again (3mm long) which fit into the holoprojector eye 
socket, you’ll see two 4mm holes above and below. As before a little epoxy glue holds in place. 

The first assembly we’ll work on is the holoprojector, print the eyeholo, holoServoarm and 
holoServorod. Similar to what we did before, use flexible filament and a soldering iron to attach 
the eyeholo, rod and arm together after gluing in the servo arm supplied with the MG90 (full 
instructions are written earlier in this document when we did the head tilt assembly). 

Two M3x5 bolts are then used to go top and bottom of the holo into the brass tubes to fit the 
holorprojector into the frame and give a side to side movement which will ultimately be controlled 
by a servo. 

Hardware:  4mm Brass tubing, Flexible Filament, M3x5 bolt (x2)



The Face… Next we’ll assemble the “red” eye. 

Firstly we need to make 4 iris leafs.. Print out 4 x Leaf and 4 x Leaf pins. These are tiny parts. We 
then assemble these into 4 leafs. The pin fits into the leaf as shown, a little superglue can be used 
(my were actually fine dry friction fit surprisingly). 

Next print EyeRedRing and EyeRedRingB, again, paint and finish these before assembly. I painted 
these red, and used a black marker on the “B” ring to colour the centre black rather than mask and 
spray. 

The leafs fit onto the EyeRedRingB with the pins in the holes as shown. Start with them all pointing 
outwards, then rotate each one inwards, stacking it on top of the previous leaf to they all rest on 
top of each other, it’s a little difficult to describe, kinda like you would do with a cardboard box to 
close the top.

Align these so the iris is open and then fit to the EyeRedRing and make sure the iris is open. 

Next, this can be fitted to the Front Frame, the other side of the pins fitting into the elongated 
holes, you’ll see when it fits in as the iris can be operated by twisting the red eye and it should 
open and close easily. 

You should also see the bolt holes align with the curved slots in the front frame. 

Next print out the RearRedEye, RearRedEyeGear and two RearRedEyePins. 

Hardware:  None



The Face… Take the gear and glue the rearRedEye in place (this holds the blue eye LED), paint the centre part silver 
as it’s kind of a reflector. 

At this stage, the two pins don’t need gluing as they’re spacers once we bolt these together. 

Make up a 5mm Blue LED & cable, basically take some servo wire, solder the negative (brown) to the 
negative on the LED and the signal (yellow /orange) to the positive side of the LED, using heat shrink to 
insulate the cable. At the other end, we’re going to crimp on a DuPont female connector on both and fit 
this to a DuPont plastic 3 pin connector similar to a servo connector. We want the negative of the LED to 
the Ground and the positive of the LED to the signal, this will be powered by the 16 channel board. Do 
the same for a 5mm Yellow LED for the Holoprojector eye. 

Take the 5mm Blue LED and push this into the RearRedEye from behind, so the cable comes out the same 
side as the gears. Then use hot glue as a diffuser, filling the reflector space level with the edge. 

Now you’re ready to attach the rear gear assembly onto the main frame. Using two M3x20 countersunk 
bolts and nuts, bolt from the front and attach the nuts from the rear to attached the gear and led 
assembly to the front face. 

Test it moves freely and the iris opens and closes. 

At this point, you can also fit the 5mm Yellow LED to the Holoprojector, again a snug fit and holds nicely 
with just friction. Finally you can also glue in (with epoxy) two 10mmx5mm round magnets, watching for 
the polarity into the two outer holes in the frame. 

Hardware:  5mm Blue LED, 5mm Yellow LED, Servo Cable, DuPont crimping set, M3x20 bolt (x2), M3 
nut (x2)



The Face… Now we’re going to attach the face to the main body. 

Firstly, take two M3 Square nuts and place them in the slots (marked in blue) in the front face assembly, 
hold in place with hot glue. 

Then take two M3x5 countersunk bolts and attached the front face to the head base and tighten. At this 
stage the red eye servo should not be that meshed with the gear, so you can adjust the movement. 

Next, centre the Holo servo using the tester and fit the servo arm, fixing in place with the servo screw 
provided. 

Then, check the extremes of the Red eye blink servo, and test the meshing to get the servo correctly 
aligned / positioned. 

Next, print and fit the FrontWireCover, this holds the cables from the servos to the left and the blink servo 
using two M3x5 countersunk bolts and nuts. This also has the second hole for the Blink Servo self tapper. 

(You may need to remove the gear to get the self tapper 
servo screw in place). 

Once the FrontWireCover is in place, the servo screwed 
in and the blink gear in place, the mesh should be solid 
and drive the iris blink. 

You can also test the holo movement using the tester.

Hardware:  M3 Square Nut (x4), M3x5 bolt (x4)



The Face…
You’ve now completed the first two parts of the head 
build. 

At this stage, it’s time to connect and tidy the cables. 

Firstly, you have a loom of cables coming from the neck 
and tilt servos, this is static as the head moves, so bunch 
all the cables together where they come out of the Frame 
(in blue), so take both tilt cables, the ones coming from the 
neck and the neck servo and cable tie them as close to the 
hole marked in blue as possible. All these cables will go to 
the servo board, so a couple of cable ties will make up a 
loom which can move freely as the head moves. 

Next address the servos attached to the moving part of the 
head, these are static when the head moves, so run them 
around the frame, cable tieing into place as needed (and 
hot glue if required) so they route to the servo board but 
don’t interfere with the gearing or servos. 

The uncrimped cables from the legs will need DuPont 
connectors for the servo board and two will be used for 
the power connector, we’ll cover this in the electronics. 



The Head Skin
The final part of the head is the main skin which slides over the head mechanism. 

The assembly is pretty simple, I would as usual paint all parts before assembly.

Take the main skin, note there’s two holes for 10mmx5mm Magnets which attach to 
the faceplate when it’s slid on. I have to say, I didn’t fit them in the end as the friction 
fit was strong enough, but the magnets will hold the face firmly in place. If you’re 
using the magnets, firstly make sure you’ve for the polarity correct and use 2 part 
epoxy adhesive to glue them both in place. 

Firstly let’s finish the frame build. There’s two parts which are glued into the main 
frame, the MainHeadPlate covers the hole at the rear (shown in blue), this can be 
glued and sanded / finished in place before painting as it’s part of the white frame. I 
did this is eliminate support. 

Next is the Rearheaddetail, this greeble is typically painted a different colour, so paint 
before assembly. You’ll see a couple of holes in the part and a couple of locating tabs 
in the main head. These are just to get the alignment correct. 

Once painted, glue this part in place and you’ve assembled the main head skin frame. 

Next you’ll fit the Servos & Ears. 



The Head Skin
Take two MG90 Servos, these simply fit into the two square holes in the 
main skin and should screw in place with the self tapping screws provided. 

Fit both Servos, note you need to get the servo pivot in the centre of the 
ears as shown. 

Next, let’s assemble the ears. They come in 4 printed parts and a length of 
filament (or you can use wire, piano wire etc). As before, print and paint, 
glue the centre hub (B) to the Ear (A) and the glue the AerialBase into the 
main assemble. Then the filament glues into the AerialBase and the tip glues 
to the end to create the final assembly. 

Repeat this for the other ear. 

Next, centre the Servos firstly with a Servo Tester and attached the ears with 
the Servo Screw provided, making sure both ears are aligned. You can tweak 
the alignment later in once the electronics are in place. 

The final part of the assembly is the rear LED matrix panel. Print out the rear 
panel in preparation. 

Hardware:  MG90 Servos (x2)



The Head Skin

GND(Gnd)     DIN(Data)    VDD (6v)

GND(Gnd)     D6(Data)    Vin (6v)

For the final bit, we’re going to fit the rear LED matrix. The board files are available in the 
shared folder if you want to do a local run, alternatively the board is / will be available in the 
group. It’s a custom PCB and has 96 APA106 LEDs. The APA106 is an addressable LED which 
can be individually controlled and is a full RGB LED, so can pretty much display any colour. 

To solder the board, well, firstly it’s a lot of soldering. You’ll see on the board the component 
diagram shows a Flat Spot on the LED, make sure you align the flat spot in the LED to the 
image on the board and solder the LEDs in place. 

Note, there’s 96 LEDs with 4 pins per LED, so that’s 384 solder joints.

Also, the four legs are close together, so use a fine solder tip and fine solder along with a 
head mounted magnifier. Take it slowly and watch carefully for pins shorting across as the 
solder flows. I checked each LED as I went with a Multimeter to ensure there’s no shorts. 
Take it slowly. If you do get solder across the pins, re-melt and blow hard on the joint to 
clear. Watch for the excess you blow off that it doesn’t cause shorts else where (I blew any 
excess away from the component I soldered previously).

There’s also space for capacitors, however I found I didn’t need them, just the 96 LEDs and 
the three pin header pin. 

Finally create the wire loom, the board is connected to a Arduino Nano, pin 6 is used to 
control the display, power goes from VDD to VIN (NOT 5v) Grn to Grn. We will use the 16 bit 
Servo Controller to power this, it simply plugs into the board on a free Servo Slot. 

Hardware:  MG90 Servos (x2), 3 pin header, LED Board, APA106 (x92), Arduino Nano



The Head Skin Next, fix the Board into the RearPanel after painting / finishing it. 

The LEDS should come through slightly, it can be held in place with hot glue. 

I used Hot Glue also to attached the Arduino Nano to the rear of the Board (taking care not 
to short the rear of the Nano to the Board. This should create a self contained display board 
with just the power cable to connect. 

Finally slip the assembly into the main headskin assembly. Note you may have to remove 
one of the Servos / ears to get this into place. 

Once it’s seated into place, again I used hot glue to hold this in place to allow access later if I 
need to gain access for maintenance. 

This is the head skin complete now, the skin simply plugs into the 16 channel servo board 
(the ears go in 0 and 1 and the display board in any free slot), make sure the plugs are 
oriented correctly. 

You’ve now completely assembled the main build of BD-1!



Controller

The controller is a printed 3 axis gimble with 4 buttons and 3 knob controls. 

The 4 buttons have 3 which control the sounds and 4 switches to auto mode. 

The main gimble controls the head.

All parts are printed without supports, in the orientation of the files. 

Typically I print 3 outer layers (1.2mm walls), 6 upper (1.2mm) and 6 lower layers at .2 layer 
height, but use whatever settings you’re comfortable with. 

Print all parts out firstly. 

Hardware, you’ll also need 6 potentiometers, 4 microswitches (5mm deep) and cabling 
(26AWG) and some Dupont connectors / crimper. (more details in the electronic section. 



Controller Firstly let’s assemble the gimble. This is a three axis controller. 
Like a standard joystick but with a pot at the top which you can twist to control the head 
turn. This controls the nod, turning and tilting the head. 
This works with three potentiometers, one for left to right, up down and twist. 

Firstly let’s assemble the centre ball. Print it and take one of the pots. Solder three servo 
cables to the pot, it’s always the same config, 5v, gnd and signal in the middle as per the 
diagram. (check out the wiring section at the end to see the overall wiring diagram, I’m not 
going to do a step by step wiring instructions, this is the physical build. )

Push the soldered pot through the hole and use the supplied nut to tighten / hold in place.

Next fit the Ball post. Use two 3mm square nuts which fit either side in the centre ball. 
Then attach the ball post using two M3x10mm bolts. The cable can be held in place with a 
cable tie on the slight indent on the ball pos
I’m using 4mm bronze tube as a “bearing”, it’s .5mm thick, so fits into the holes and works 
with 3mm bolts. 

Fit two small pieces (3 or 4 mm) into the two holes in the ball. I use a tiny blob of two part 
epoxy glue to hold this in place. 

Materials: M3 square nuts (x2), M3x10mm Countersunk Bolts 4mm bronze tube, one 10k 
metal Potentiometer. 



Controller Next take ball two, this fits over the centre ball. 

Firstly, similar to the centre ball, one small length of the 4mm Bronze tubing is fitted to the 
end holes. (marked in blue). This is a “bearing”. The larger hole is for the potentiometer. 

Next, take two M3x10mm countersunk bolts and tighten them into the countersunk side 
hole (in red). Use a drop of superglue or epoxy to hold them in place but they should self tap 
OK. 

The centre ball should move freely at this point. 

Next take Ball three, add one small piece of 4mm Bronze tube to one side. The larger hole is 
for the 10k Potentiometer. Again, glue in place as described to create the bearing. 

Ball three then slots over the assembly, with the arm fitting between the ball post.

The whole assembly then fits into the main top plate, you need to fit the pots in, tighten 
them up, then add the outer balls pushing them into the pots firstly, then adding the 
M3x10mm bolts to hold them in place.  (Pots in blue).

When adding the last bolt, Ball4a adds a spacer to improve the stability, put this in place and 
tighten up the bolt. This is the gimble assembled.

Materials: M3x10mm(x4) bronze tube, two 10k metal Potentiometer. 



Controller Next lets assembly the main body of the controller. 

There’s two types of input on this, the pot and the switch. 

The pot is simply a matter of screwing the three pots into the relevant holes and soldering 
the cabling. (wiring diagram later in the instructions). SW1, 2,3,4 (take a note of the signal 
cables as you’ll need them later. 

Then it’s the switch assembly. These use 5mm micro switches (as shown in the photo), 
soldered with two cables, gnd and signal (more info in the wiring section and the videos. 

Assembly is fairly simple and glueless

The switch consists of three parts, the button holder, which the switch sits on, the button 
core which is.. well the button… The button holder goes in first to the button holes in the 
main frame, then the switch, then the button core. Finally take the button screw which 
should screw on top to hold the whole assembly tight. 

Note the pics show this as a separate assembly, but this is part of the main frame. 

Repeat this four times to assemble all the switches. 

Materials: 3 10k metal pots, 4 5mm Microswitches, cable / solder. 



Controller
Finally it’s the assembly of the whole controller. 

The gimble fits into the main controller, using 4 M4x5mm bolts and M4 
Square nuts, then finish the cabling / soldering. 

In the wiring section, I’ve suggested using DuPont connectors to create 
standard interfaces (see instructions). 

Finally when you’re happy, attach the base, again 5 M4 Square nuts and 10 
mm bolts will suffice. 

There’s also a small bridge near the cable exit to use a cable tie to tighted
up the cables / wiring harness. 

This pretty much completes the physical assembly of the gimble / 
controller. Using the electronic instructions and videos should provide a 
step by step guide to getting the whole thing operational. 

Materials: M4 Square Nuts (x9), M4x5mm bolts (x4), M4x10mm bolts 
(x5) 



Base Assembly



Ardunio Mega

DFPlayer Mini

10Amp 
UBEC

TPA3116D2 Dual Channel amp 2x50 w
Positioning Components



Base Assembled

With electronics cover fitted.

Note: There’s fixing for the Servo leg lift 
and springs / pulleys to take some of the 
load. Due to the stress on the legs and 
weight of the assembled droid (also lots 
of animation anyhow) I chose not to 
implement the “Stand up” function. 



Electronics

Video Links
Part 1: Overview, Input and Controller https://youtu.be/9GT-QIEw9hE
Part 2: Power & Wiring https://youtu.be/ZETdowwo1HQ
Part 3: Servo cabling, Ardunio code & Wiring Looms https://youtu.be/VZsHKaELJYo

There’s also a 3 part video tutorial cover all the electronics from a basic level through to all the code and controls.

We’re using BD-1 as  full tutorial to get everyone started on power, electronics and animations / servos. 

It’s a great starter build for people to learn all aspects of printing, building and electronics.  
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Input
Gnd

5v

SW1

SW2

SW3

SW4

Pot1

Pot2

Pot3

PotX

PotY

PotZ

Connector Reference

SW1

SW2

SW3

SW4

Pot1

Pot2

Pot3

PotZ

PotX

PotY

Input Functions

SW1 – 3 – Sounds
SW4 – Auto / Manual
Pot1 – Stand up
Pot2 – Body roll
Pot3 – Neck lift
PotX – Side to side tilt
PotY – Nodding tilt
PotZ – Head Turn



Input Wiring diagram

GND

5v

Signal

GNDSignal

Pots are connected 
to 5v and GND with 
the signal cable in 
the middle as 
shown. The switches 
have one side to 
GND and the other 
goes back to the 
Arduino, when 
presses this 
connects Signal to 
GND

12 pin Connector, 5v, GND, Pot 1,2,3,X,Y,Z SW1,2,3,4

MB1
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Pot Signal
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3  4

Switch
Signal

5v GND



Input Schematic

Controller 
assembly

12 pin Dupont
Connectors

Arduino
MEGA

Two 12 pin 
connector and a 
cable in between 
enables easy 
transport / 
dissasembly



Input
I would recommend testing the connections with a meter before powering up.

Once fully tested and ready to power up, connect the USB cable from the PC to the Arduino and upload the 
“INPUT_Controller_Test” sketch to the Arduino Mega. 

Use the Serial monitor to test all the connections, note the max and min values for POTX and POTY. (others 
should go between 0 and 1024). 

SW1, SW2, SW3, SW4, POT1, POT2, POT3, POT4, POTX, POTY, POTZ



Power
ProtectionControl Voltage

Water = Charge
Pressure = Voltage
Flow = Current
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/voltage-current-resistance-and-ohms-law/voltage

Power



Power
Main power output

DC
7.4V

Negative
(or Ground)

Positive
+7.4V DC

Fuse
(10 amp)

Switch

7.4V  - Vin
(7V – 12V)

GND GND

7.4V  - Vin
(5V – 24V)

GND

7.4V  - Vin
(7.4V)

6V 
(Servo
Power)

GND

Arduino

Amp

Protection

Control

Voltage

Water = Charge
Pressure = Voltage
Flow = Current
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/voltage-current-resistance-and-ohms-law/voltage

Power
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Control

Voltage
(Paul Carter,
R2D2 Builders Group)
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Common Ground

VCC

Logic 5v

GND

12 pin connector

SDA

SCL

SCL

SDA

GND

V+6v

GND

VCC

GND

RX

TX

10

11

GND

DAC_R DAC_L

LineInR LineInL

GND

Speaker + -
(4 cables)

6 pin connector



BrainOutput

Body Servo

LHeadTilt
RHeadTilt Neck Pos

Z Head (turn)
REyeBlink HoloEyeMove

RedEyeLEDHoloEyeLED

Ear1Ear2

PWM GND

LED Wiring

Wiring the LEDs and Servos to the Servo Board

PWN (Control)
V+ (Power)
GND(Ground)
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